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Vietnam 1972—a nightmare (or the United Stalo*
if |ust beginning to and. The lost of American lives
in Vietnam numbered in the thousand* Now, the
war appear> to be near an ond. Bui there are still
thoso

who

remember

the

lonflict-thote

who

experienced il first-hand.

Four recall Vietnam conflict
By Lorralae Jameson
Staff Reporter

Alter nearly 30 years of
American involvement in
Southeast Asia and the loss
of 55,000 American lives.
President Gerald R Ford
announced last Wednesday
that the war in Indochina
was over for the United
States
As the fall of South
Vietnam to the Communists
becomes only a matter of
time, four University
students, who are veterans

of the Vietnam conflict,
shared their views on the
war and the time they spent
fighting in Southeast Asia

completely different from
ours They don't understand
us. and we don't understand
them.'' said Ben E.
Diepenbrock. junior (Ed ).
who was a crew chief in the
459th Tactical Airlift

"I THINK it's about Ume
what's happening is
happening." said Todd D Si | II.I rill" nil
Bloom, senior (AfcS). Bloom
"The family is the main
served in Vietnam as a structure," he said. "They
medic with the 9th Infantry don't give a damn who sits in
Division.
high places in government."
"The Vietnamese people
just wanted to eat." he said
DIEPENBROCK said he
"They didn't care who was believes the people would
in power."
rather live under any type of
"Vietnamese society is government than "the law of

rockets and mortars."
Diepenbrock added that he
believes the refugees who
fled south from North
Vietnam did not leave for
the sake of ideology, but to
escape the bombs and shells.
"They weren't running
from political ideas. They
can't kill you," he said.
Bloom said he believes a
communist form of
government would be best
for the Vietnamese people if
the government would be
flexible and would change
with the times.

"No form of government
is perfect. You can't have a
perfect government because
man is imperfect."
Diepenbrock said in
reference to a new
Vietnamese government
Bloom said the fact that
there have been no reports
of mass killings show that
the Communists are not out
to conquer South Vietnam
but to unify it.
Some of the veterans
complained that they were
brainwashed by the U.S.
government
speaking

•

' •" ■'.-

through the media
Bloom, who went to
Vietnam in 1968, said he was
"spoon-fed" propaganda
about the "Domino Theory"
and the idea that the United
States was in Vietnam to
stop communism
"We would tear rice fields
apart with military gear
when we were supposed to
be stopping communism."
said Bloom.
Phil C. Williams, junior
(B.A.I. served on River
Patrol Force 214
• To poge 3

« -'

Phil C. Williams, junior (B.A.), was with River

Jack Crawford, freshman (B.A.), was with the Air

Todd D. Bloom, senior (AeVS), was a medic in the

Patrol Fare* 214 in Vietnam

Force in Vietnam as part of the 12th Security

9th Infantry Division. Ho is bitter about the loss of

Police

lives and the actions of the U.S. government in
Vietnam.

Mia what ho was forced to do.

Ho did not always

He believe* the U.S. government has an

obligation to help the Vietnamese orphans.
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We felt guilty after
awhile,
stopping
and
searching their i fishermen i
boats." he said
WILLIAMS said that when
his unit was sometimes
forced to confiscate a
fisherman's boat, it was like
"ripping off somebody's
education and way of
making a living "
Williams, who said he
does not "rejoice at the idea
of the Communists taking
over." said he had accepted
the propaganda he was given
before going to Vietnam and
was confused when he got
there that things were not as
he expected
The veterans generally do
not support attempts by the
I' S
government
and
private individuals to bung
orphaned Vietnamese to the
United States

Bloom
said
the
government is trying to
"cleanse its conscience "
Jack Crawford, freshman
iB.A.). who served with the
Air Force in Vietnam as
part of the 12th Security
Police, said he believes the
U.S government has an
obligation to the orphans,
but that it does not
necessarily entail bringing
them to this country
The government could
take care of them with food
and clothing, said Crawford
DIEPENBROCK said he
fears there may be trouble
in assimilating the
Vietnamese brought to this
country into our culture
They will want their own
identity in years to come, he
said
"Years from now they'll
sav,
Hev. I
am a

Vietnamese
Where's my
identity''' " he said
Williams said he believes
it will be hard for the
Vietnamese brought to this
country to be accepted,
because the United States
has never accepted Eastern
cultures
There are separate
oriental cultures in some of
our large cities, and they
have been put down almost
more than blacks, he said
BLOOM SAID ■'resident
ford's amnesty plan, which
expired Mar 31. was a
"farce" The government
expects someone to come
home and apologize after he
made the decision that the
war was wrong, he said
Bloom noted that it took
"more guts to say no" and
not go to Vietnam than to
agree to fight "If I had guts
I would have said. No.' " he
said

Diepenbrock said he
believed the campus demon
strations. particularly the
shooting of four students at
Kent State University in
1970. signaled the beginning
of the end of United States
envolvement in Southeast
Asia
WILLIAMS said the only
information he had on Kent
State was in "Stars and
Stripes." the servicemen's
newspaper
I was really scared I
literally thought the
revolution had started."
said Williams
Though Bloom said he is
not terribly upset about the
time he spent in Vietnam.
Williams said he is bitter
about the
"dudes we
wasted "
"The Cong may have
killed them, but the U S
government put them
there." he said

Newsphotos by Dan Feicht

Ben E. Diepenbrock, junior (Ed.I, was a crow chief
in the 4S9th Tactical Airlift Squadron. Ho boliovot
the people of Viatnam would rather livo with any
kind of government rather than a government
with "the law of rockets and mortars."

Socialists victors in Portugal
LISBON i APi-With honking horns and waving flags, the
victorious Socialist party celebrated Sunday its capture of
more than two-fifths of the vote in Portugal's elections for a
constitutional assembly Political maneuvering also began
for a coalition
In neighboring Spain, four Madrid morning newspapers
hailed the results as a victory for moderate forces But the
Soviet press said the third place finish of the Communist
party with 12 5 per cent of the vote was a win for
•democracy and progress "
THE SOCIALIST party, led by party chief Mario Soares. a
minister without portfolio in the provisional government.
emerged the clear winner in the nation's first elections
since a revolution overthrew the old right-wing dictatorship
one year ago
Latest unofficial results showed the Socialists with 37 8
per cent of the vote and 95 deputies elected to the
constituent assembly
The centrist Popular Democrats finished second with 26
per cent of the vote and 58 deputies elected The
Communists elected 25 deputies The conservative Center
Social Democrats finished fourth with 7.6 per cent and 12
deputies elected
The Popular Democrats also took to the streets to
celebrate, and a party spokesman said the logical political
partnership was between the Popular Democrats and the
Socialists
However, the results in Portugal's freest elections in
nearly 50 years were not expected to have an immediate

SSTs' consequences
can be avoided, but...
CAMBRIDGE.
Mass
I API-Skin cancer and crop
lailiire the
predicted
consequences of a large
fleet of supersonic airliners
i SSTs I-can be avoided if
new technology is applied to
engine design, says an
aeronautics expert
Exhaust from SSTs now
being tested by C.reat
Britain. France and the
Soviet Union would deplete
the protective ozone layer in
the atmosphere and cloud
the sun. according to recent

studies.
However. Prof.
Rene
Miller,
head of the
Aeronautics Department at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, says
the
know-how exists to build
engines for SSTs that would
be virtually pollution-free.
Although the
new
technology is known to some
people in the aeronautics
industry. Miller said in an
interview, "it is very
difficult to get this message
across."

impact on the leftist military establishment running the
country
"THE RESULT of the elections, whatever it is. will not
decisively influence the Portuguese revolutionary process."
Premier Vasco Concalves said as the results were coming
in
The Communist party, headed by Minister AlvaroCunhal.
appeared to be trying to court the Socialists into taking
them into a coalition But political sources called it a
pipedream They cited wide ideological differences between
SoaresandCunhal

VOTERS RUINED or deliberately cast blank ballots to
knock out more than 7 per cent of the vote, thus giving the
Socialists and all the other parties higher percentages than
shown in official reports that were based on the total
number of votes rather than the valid votes The Socialists
got about 40 per cent of the valid votes
The assembly is expected to have little real authority
since the major parties agreed in advance to accept the
military's demands on what the constitution must contain,
including veiled requirements keeping the military in power
lor at least three more vears

f\@\/i&\A/

Godfather ll--only minor flaws
Review
By David Faodray
Sequels are an interesting
breed of motion picture
For the most part, they
are frowned upon because
they have an air of artistic
laziness They conjure pictures of film executives
hidden away in dark offices
muttering to each other.
"Well, it sold the first time,
so let's give it another try "
In the case of many
sequels, this recycling of a
proven concept proves to be
nothing more than that-the
simple exploitation of a
movie's title with little of
the substance that made the
film popular the first time
around
Such was the case of "Airport "75." "Godfather Part
II." however, is a surprisingly well-crafted bit of
exploitation
In dealing with the Corleone family the second time
around, director Francis
Ford Coppola has not gone
too far afield from the con-

cept that made "The Godfather" one of the top-grossing films in the history of
the industry
ONCE AGAIN, we find a
tale of family pride, vengeance and underworld
intrigue-liberally laced with
graphic doses of violence
and blood The only difference is the fact that Marlon
Brando does not portray the
brooding "Don" this time
Instead, the film catches
up with the Corleone family
seven years after Vito Corleone's death In his place is
Al Pacino playing Michael,
the son who took over the
family operations upon
Vito's death
Although Michael was
once the idealist who was
going to legitimize the Corleone empire, he is depicted
here as a man frighteninglv
like his father He is quiet,
brooding, cruel and shrewd
Yet he is given heroic stature through the portrayal of
the man as an unflinching
defender of family pride

Despite the sympathetic
characterization of Michael.
Pacino and Coppola portray
him as a tragically flawed
character The tragedy lies
in his loss of idealism At no
point in the movie does he
act with true compassion or
any motivation other than
maximization of the family
fortune or the defense of the
family's pride
The feeling is given that
Michael is trapped in a chain
of violence that will never be
broken This statement is
dramatically emphasized by
a series of flashbacks that
are woven into the central
story line

to the action of the central
story, they create an air of
overpowering tragedy The
effect is to show that once a
cycle of violence has been
started, it will continue until
it consumes those who allow
it to go on.
In this sense. Coppola's
use of the flashbacks is
effective. The problem, however, is that they are, at
times, confusing: and they
extend the movie's length to
an unnecessary extreme. It
almost seems that Michael's
story and the story of Vito
Corleone's rise to power
would have fared better as
two separate films.

THESE SEGMENTS of
the film depict the life of
Michael's father from the
time of his childhood
through his rise to power as
the godfather In these segments. Coppola portrays an
inexorable
movement
towards the ruthlessness
that ultimately came to rule
Vito's life.
Running as a counterpoint

Despite these minor
flaws, the film does succeed.
It is always visually beautiful and interesting. And its
statement about the fate of
those who live by violence is
most effective and carefully
made
It is sufficiently compelling to justify the return of
the Corleone family to the
screen
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David Fandray

Seals and Crofts-best Ip yet
By David Faadrty

been terribly overbearing It Play For You. Seals and
is simply difficult to sit Crofts have shown that they
By and large, it seems to
down and enjoy a record are gaining a better com
me that popular music that
when it hits you over the mand of this ability It is. in
tries to transcend its basic
head with a barrage of my estimation, the duo s
entertainment role can be
sermons and moral exhorta- best album yet
too overbearing to provide
tions
•Til Play For You com
any pleasure (or the
What has kept Seals and bines the lush musical quail
listener
Crofts interesting, though, is ties of past albums with a
In so many cases, the
the fact that they quite heightened sensitmlv in the
heavy-handed attempt to
often, as in the case of songs musicians' lyrical vision
create truly "meaningful"
like
"Summer Breeze."
lyrics that seek to expose
have been able to blend their
THE SERMONS and the
the nature of reality-or the
music and lyrics into a spiri- messages are here, to be
effort to create a grandiose
tual statement subtle sure On this album, though,
musical fusion-proves to be
THE
PERVASIVE enough to be aesthetically they are less harsh and
nothing more than an artis
preachiness of the duo's pleasing
demanding than they were
tic abortion
On their new album, ill in the past They allow the
lyrics, however, has often
listener a choice They can
be enjoyed or probed for
meaning
It is a thoroughly enjoyable package It is one of the
rare examples of an album
that is entertaining and
meaningful, depending on
the level which the listener
approaches it
Value means more (or your money. It means long lasting, quality materials, line
•••
craftsmanship and a comfortable, patented product.
What': m ri
rholl sandals are vi
luse they took terrific with almost anything
been Russell could be the
jeans, dresses, shorts, whatever they do the |ob ol a whole wardrobe o! tegular shoes.
most elusive popular musi
That's added value.
cian working in America
Add it all up. And step into the comfortable hie in Scholl sandals.
today He has so many musical interests and ideas that
it is always impossible to
predict what he will be doing
next
Bouncing back from the
spotty "Stop All That Jan"
Longer lasting beechalbum. Leon has just
wood Polished,
released a record that finds
■ i oned European
him working more in styles
wood. Tough, to
that characterized his first
resist chipping and
solo release.
Patented slide buckle
cracking, yet smooth and
The title of the record is
adjust lor better lit,
sculpted to caress your
"Will O The Wisp." and this
Distinctive design tor style.
leet.
name perfectly describes
the feeling of the music
Genuine leather strap
found here
In a choice of colors:
red, white blue or bone.
THERE IS A wistful,
casual air about this album
On it. Leon lays back considerably He plays mostly
sod ballads and a (ew
gospel-tinged shut He.- They
are rendered simply, with
THERE JUST are not
many popular musicians
who have the artistic sensiti
vity to be able to produce
music that is both fun and
meaningful
Jimmy Seals and Dash
Crofts have spent most of
their recent artistic careers
working in this musical "no
man's land " Motivated by
their spiritual orientation to
life and their deep-rooted
belief in Baha'i. they have
constantly sought to reach
the public with songs that
not only entertain, but also
appeal to people to awaken

their spiritual sensitivity
I have always found the
results to be quite uneven
Seals and Crofts' music has
been consistently excellent
The duo has always been
able to come up with pretty
melodies, nice vocal harmonies and arrangements that
are intriguing in their combination of a soft, folky feeling with a thickly textured
blend of guitar, mandolin
and orchestration

Look closely at what you get in a
pair of Scholl sandals. Its called value

concise instrumental tracks
and a notable lack of energy
The result is a relaxed,
easy-going album Each cut
is pleasant and tasteful, if
not particularly memorable
In fact, this could be
Russell s least distinguished
album Although it sounds
good, even after repeated
plays, it is difficult to recall
what any individual song
sounds like

•••

Another album that provides a pleasant, smooth
flowing body of music is the
debut album from an
Knglish band called Taggett
Simply entitled "Taggett."
this album features a plea
sant celebration of the English pop styles of the mid60s
Taggett s four musicians
write and play in a number
of styles, ranging from the
acoustic ballad to the snappy
soft-rocker
Throughout,
they are able to catch the
flair lor simple exuberance
that was found in a line of
English singles bands best
characterized by the Beatles
and the Hollies
THE PRESENCE of
Hollies' member Tony Hicks
as the band's producer no
doubt enhances the pop simplicity of the record He has
carefully brought forward
the distinctive voice of lead
singer Colin Horton-Jennings while embellishing it
only with the most tasteful
use of the band's four-piece
instrumentation
In addition to being a most
attractive-sounding record.
"Taggett" is full of songs
with the kind of memorable
melodies and catch-lines
that stay in your mind They
keep you wanting to hum
them over and over all dav

Classified Ads
get results!
Tough, non-skid outer
sole Rugged i cure
and reliable.

ABORTION
STARTING RATE $125.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist

Sued* leather lining—
Foam padded to help
prevent chaling, add even
greater comlort.

Exclusive toe grip
Designed by Scholl to
encourage toe gripping
action while the big toe
rests comfortably,
naturally, as if walking
barefoot on sand.

Scholl
The original Exercise Sandal;
Better than baretoot.

CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS

CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

24 HOUR SERVICE
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MONDAY MADNESS
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A
LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA AND 3
COKES YOU GET $1.00 OFF
THIS IS THE LAST MONDAY MADNESS, OF THE YEAR
GOOD ONLY TODAY,
352-5221 • WITH COUPON - 352-5221

Dominos People Are Pizza People, Period

THIS COUPON GOOD
FOR $1.00 OFF
ON THE PURCHASE
OF A LARGE ONE
ITEM PIZZA AND
3 COKES
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TODAY ONLY.
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RESTAURANT
1628 East Wooster Street
presents

DAILY SPECIALS
MOUSTACHE MONDAY • 8-12 p.m.
11 oz. schooner Pabst
20 oz. schooner Pabst

DISCOUNT
PRICES

TUESDAY - LADIES NIGHT
LADIES DRINK FOR HALF PRICE

WALLBANGER WEDNESDAY ■ 7-10 P.M.
HARVEY WALLBANGER SPECIAL

IALLNJ THURSDAY
*
*

ANY AND ALL WELCOME!! TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
9 P.M.-2 A.M. "DYNAMIC ENTERTAINMENT"

LEO PERKINS
HAPPY HOURS 4-9 DAILY

*
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BUMPUS-DAHMS APTS.
(across from Harshman Dormi

121-131 STATE STREET
Ideal location to campus

2 BDRM. UNITS FOR
3-4 STUDENTS
We pay utilities plus cablevision excluding electric
which tenant pays ($7-9 monthly average bill.)
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER & FALL
Call lor appointment

352-4671
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Intricate swimming maneuvers
highlight Swan Club display
The Swan Clubs 29th
annual swim show was held
at the ViI.Iien nun last week
end and featured the theme.
"I' S. Aquatics '"
The
presentations held
last Thursday. Friday and
Saturday stressed an
American theme that correlated with the upcoming
bicentennial celebration in
1976 commemorating the
200th birthday of the
country.

Newsphotos by
Michael Passarello

THE SHOW included Intricate precision swimming
exhibitions by individuals
and groups, colorful lighting
displays and assorted under
water and surface swim
ming acrobatics
Iris Andrews, professor of
physical
education and
recreation and director of
the Swan Club, is a veteran
at putting together such
shows and arranged the
exhibitions around the bicen-

tennial theme
Included among (he pro
duction numbers were a
battle between the British
and the Patriots, a portrayal
of Betsy Boss, a swimming
version of the Kentucky
Derby, the zany antics of the
Keystone Cops and a salute
to the circus world with a
presentation entitled "The
Greatest Show on F.arth "
THE FINALE combined
both male and female

swimmers
in
a
musical swimming salute to
the patriotic song wizard of
Amenca-tieorge M Cohan
The finale included com
plicated pool maneuvers by
the large group of
swimmers in close quarters
The famous Cohan tunes
were played by the University marching band while
the swimming teams per
formed the difficult water
ballet-costumes and all
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Golfers come close, but...
By Dick Reet
Sport! Editor
The atmosphere surrounding the University golf course
after last weekend's Falcon Invitational concluded was as
gloomy as the tourney's first day weather conditions
Bowling Green players sat with their heads bowed and
their lips sealed as Ohio State's "B" team and Kent State
teed off on the first hole in a playoff for the team
championship.
Falcon coach John Piper was visibly upset and was at a
loss for words as he watched two unfamiliar teams battle
for top honors in the sixth annual event.
IN A TOURNAMENT that Piper labeled last week as a
"must." the Falcon linksters finished third with a 755 total.
one stroke behind Ohio State's second unit and Kent State.
The Buckeyes captured the team title on the first sudden
death hole as they used birdies from three individuals to
best the Flashes
Ohio University was fourth with 761, and the Falcon "B"
team placed fifth with 772 Wooster. Toledo. Ashland.
Cleveland State and Buffalo rounded out the field
"It's like a one-point game in basketball." Piper said
"You replay everything after it's over f "I'm deeply
disappointed, and all the team members are. too." he
continued "But we won't quit We have to play out our
schedule We'll just regroup and try to play our best in the

*

Mid-American Conference IMAC) Invitational."
The MAC Invitational takes place today at Oxford as
conference schools vie for a spot in this weekend's Northern
Intercollegiate tournament at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Results from Ohio State's Kepler tournament and today's
:tb hole affair determine which MAC schools qualify for the
Northern tourney. Three league teams will advance and the
Falcons and Miami, host for today's invitational, are
presently tied at the top
"Losing by one stroke is a hard thing to bounce back
from." Piper said "But I think we can give a good account
of ourselves at the MAC ''
THE FALCONS braved the biting cold and harsh winds
last Friday to tie Kent for first place after the initial round
with a 378 total
Ohio State and Wooster were dealocked in second place
with 3S5 totals, but the Buckeyes turned in a sparkling 369
team score in the tourney's final round last Saturday to
finish first
KENT STATE'S Mike Morrow was the tourney medalist,
firing rounds of 68 and 72 for a lour under par 140 His 68 in
the first round tied the course record, and his 32 on the back
nine that day tied the record for that nine.
The Falcons were paced by freshman John Miller, who
totaled 148 (75. 73) to tie for fifth place in individual
standings
Senior Ken Walters (73. 771 and freshman Gary Treater
175. 751 were next at 150 which was good enough for the
seventh spot.
MARK McCONNELL'S 154 178. 76) Jim Decker's 156 180,
76) and Steve Mossing°s 160 (77, 83) rounded out the BG
varsity scores.
Piper offered various reasons for the Falcons' mediocre
performance
"SOME GUYS ARE choosing the wrong club on certain
holes." the BG coach explained "This kind of wrong club
choice a couple of times is costing us one or two strokes that
keeps us from winning a tournament ''
Putting, which was a major problem for the golfers last
spring, was one factor that hurt the Falcons last weekend.
"They seem so eager to do well, that they don't take their
time at all." Piper explained. "They don't stop to analyze
how more important a par is than a bogey, or a bogey than a
double-bogey
"We had a lot of double-bogeys, and at this point in the
season, we shouldn't have any of them, especially on our
own course." the Falcon coach said "And we seem to be
playing careless near the end of a round. We aren't taking
advantage of our good physical conditioning, which we
worked hard on this winter, and it is hurting us mentally."
THERE WAS ONE consolation for Piper. Freshman Dave
Bastel had rounds of 75 and 69 for the Falcon "B" squad to
place third among individual leaders.
"Baslel's performance was a bright spot, and he'll
replace Mossing for the MAC Invitational." the Falcon
coach said. "I hope he can give us the lift we need down
there."

Freshman gen's* Gary Treater (above) driv.* off
the to* in last weekend's tournament, which was
held on th. University golf court*. Treator was
consistent, firing rounds of 75 oa<h day.
(N« wsphoto by Stephen A. Donnelly)

Falcon linkttor John Millet (loft) oppeart to bo
chewing Ms putter a* ho watches Kent State's
Dave Buha* putt in last weekend's action at the
Falcon Invitational. Miller, a freshman, was the
top BO varsity shooter in the tourney as he had
rounds of 75 and 73 to tie for fifth spot among
individual loaders. (Nowsphoto by Jim Otborn)

Ken Walton sits alone and rethinks his goff game
after last weekend's Falcon Invitational. Walters
had a 77 in last Saturday's final round as the BG
golfers finished third, one stroke behind Ohio
State's "B" team and Kent State. The senior cocaptain is possibly recalling a putt ho missed, or
questioning a club selection that might have
resulted in a lower score, (Nowsphoto by Jim
Osbarn)

